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1 Abstract: 
           Cane or rattan area unit thought-about as non-timber 

forest merchandise.Merchandise made up of rattan area unit 

common everywhere the planet over; these merchandises 

have monumental earning potential. Cane is that the stuff 

from the rattan plant and it's tensile and sturdy. It's so 

thought-about to be ideal for each Cane or rattan area unit 

thought-about as non-timber forest merchandise. 

Merchandise made up of rattan area unit common 

everywhere the planet over; these merchandises have 

monumental earning potential. Cane is that the stuff from 

the rattan plant and it's tensile and sturdy. It's so thought-

about to be ideal for each indoor and out of doors article of 

furniture.Because it is kind of versatile, it is designed 

consistent with fashionable trends and designs to boost each 

indoor and out of doors ornamentation. Rattan offers one 

many choices for crafting articles of furniture, together with 

on the colorfront.That includes a spectrum of naturally out 

there colors, you'll either produce sets with totally different 

colors or one set with multiple colors, experimenting with 

patterns as you proceed. 

 

                       These area unit supply of financial gain for 

poor artisans WHO are engaged during these crafts for 

hundreds of years. Cane is found in abundance within the 

crown forests is especially settled within the western a part 

of the country. The origin of the cane article of furniture is 

derived back to as early because of the ordinal Century AD. 

Ancient ways area unit used for process the raw materials 

and for making merchandise with some basic weaving 

techniques area unit historically utilized by the weavers. The 

craftsman creates easy motif patterns whereas weaving the 

cane. It combines simplicity and luxury, with high aesthetic 

charm. The cane is employed for creating common social 

unit accessories. Attractive user friendly and eco- friendly 

merchandise created out of cane area unit fruit and 

vegetable baskets, beer mugs, hair clips, flower vases, 

boxes, murals, cradles, workplace trays, bottle carriers, 

dejeuner baskets, bicycle baskets, paper baskets, etc., 

containers, etc. Today, the cane was utilized in virtually 

every form of an article of furniture because it is 

environment-friendly, things like chairs, tables, sofas, stools, 

shoe racks, bookshelves, cabinets, beds, couches, and 

recliners. The earthiness of rattan and bamboo has 

invariably been an exquisite choice for home 

ornamentation.We have an out and out vintage cane piece 

and place it brashly between all things up to date. It makes 

for a noteworthy distinction.  

 
Keywords_ Handicrafts, Merchandise,craftsmen, 

ornamentation,techniques, materials. 

2 INTRODUCTION: 

Cane is one among the vital natural resources of Asian 

country forests and homesteads (AraRoshan, 1997a). 

Production of cane in Asian country is currently 

abundant lesser than it wont to be within the past. The 

country made three,938,000 feet of cane in 1985-86 

and a pair of,938,000 feet in 1993-94 (Alam and 

Furukawa, 2009). The home life in Asian country is 

marked by numerous use of cane. Cane is beneficial in 

building ancient homes and is employed to 

manufacture product of utility and in creating 

numerous fancy articles of a house. In Asian countries, 

it's one among the foremost vital raw materials for 

house industries and additionally used for creating 

piece of furniture frames, walking sticks, umbrella 

handles, baskets, handicrafts and varied fancy articles. 

Cane piece of furniture adorned with artistic style and 

prowess subtly bears testimony to the wonderful 

tradition of handsewnartifacts in Asian countries. Such 

piece of furniture ranges from eating tables to dressing 

tables or simple chairs to rocking chairs or from dress 

hangers to shoe racks. Artisan’s precocious with 

creative bent of mind use combination of manual and 

mental labor in creating prime quality cane piece of 

furniture like chairs, tables, sofa sets, book shelves, 

beds, corner shelves, partitions, wardrobes, almirahs, 

showcases, plantation cases, glass frames, trays, 

trolleys and show items. 

3 HISTORY OF CANE FURNITURE: 

Cane was foreign into Europe by the East Indies 

Company, and cane piece of furniture became modern 

in European country and therefore the Holland toward 

the top of the seventeenth century. it's significantly 

related to the backed chairs with ornately sliced front 

stretchers created at the time of the English 

Restoration. 

3.1 DETAILED METHODOLOGY: 

Why should I choose cane? 

• 1- Appearance and Style. 

• 2- Lightweight, Easy to Move Around. 

• 3- Inexpensive and Artistic. 

• 4- Durability and Caning Repair. 

• 5- Sustainable Furniture. 

• Cost-effectiveness and easy maintenance make 

cane furniture an attractive option for home 

decor. 

we thought solely wood or marble may create your 

interiors look smart a sidelined part within the past, the 

acceptance for cane in homes is slowly on the increase. 

Cost-effectiveness and simple maintenance apart, cane 

appearance terribly elegant and might effortlessly mix 

with any indoor or outside interior decoration. One 

will realize trolleys, side-tables, centrepieces, stools 

and piece of furniture that feature cane-based 
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components today. Cane is additionally terribly 

straightforward to maneuver around because of its 

light-weight weight and appears extraordinarily 

enticing outdoors. Cane-line, a number one European 

manufacture of wicker piece of furniture, incorporates 

a gorgeous array of cane merchandise for gardens and 

houses. The outside Cane-line assortment is ultraviolet 

light resistant, waterproof and might simply bear the 

various variations in temperature. Indoor piece of 

furniture is simply as durable and pleasing to the 

attention. Be it the lazy lounge chairs, the fashionable 

feeding chairs, the trendy sofas or the funky 

accessories, selection is what you'll get here. Cane may 

be a terribly versatile natural material utilized in 

numerous home accessories, starting from candle 

stands to piece of furniture like chairs and low tables. 

It are often painted in several colors in step with one 

style or are often left because it is to convey it a natural 

feel. the standard and ethnic face of cane is simply 

what's required to create a hanging distinction to your 

interior and exterior interior decoration. 

3.2.CHARACTERISTICS: 

• Light Weight: 

One of the best benefits of exploitation rattan piece of 

furniture is that it's light-weight in weight. It will be 

simply emotional from one place to different as a 

result of its light-weight weight. it's conjointly 

accessible in varied engaging patterns. 

• 02. simple to Clean: 

One nice quality of cane piece of furniture is that it's 

less porous. so the liquid will be simply cleansed with 

a dry towel or light vacuum will take away mud & will 

be wiped with a soft, damp cloth. 

• 03. Eco-Friendly Material: 

Many people choose to purchase wicker piece of 

furniture because it is environment-friendly. Basically, 

it's created from stems of the rattan plant & it's sturdy. 

it's accessible from climber tree that is found in 

tropical regions of Asia and Africa. 

• Generally, it's created by scraping the skin of 

the rattan vascular plant. This material is then wrapped 

in solid hardwood, steel, or metal frames to form a 

additional appealing piece of furniture item. Cane as a 

wicker material effectively highlights the patterned 

colouring& pattern of rattan skin. unneeded to mention 

that it's a renewable natural material. 

• 04. Low Maintenance: 

Unlike different picket piece of furniture which needs 

the frequent sharpening & maintenance, the wicker 

piece of furniture needs low maintenance. All that it 

needs is that the occasional sharpening to retain its 

charm & style! 

• 05. Versatile: 

Rattan {furniture|piece of piece of furniture|article of 

furniture|furnishings} will be formed & designed into 

differing kinds of furniture. it's the facility to rework 

the house ornamentation or workplace house with its 

unequaled skillfulness. Canes ar extremely flexible; so 

it's ideally employed in the creating of chair seats or 

surface texture to hiding the furnishings. It will be 

wont to build differing kinds of piece of furniture 

which will be placed in any a part of the area & 

garden. 

• 06. immune to the sudden Changes of 

Weather: 

Cane {furniture|piece of piece of furniture|article of 

furniture|furnishings} is generally employed in garden 

& patios as outside furniture because it has the large 

ability to resist all sortsclimatical changes. it's less 

tormented by climatical changes but it ought to be 

placed off from direct heat & daylight because it may 

become brittle. it's conjointly water resistant & 

rustproof! 

3.3. LITERATURE STUDY 

• When remove sections, rattan will be used as 

wood to form piece of furniture. ... The remaining 

"core" of the rattan will be used for varied functions in 

piece of furniture creating. Rattan may be a superb 

material, primarily as a result of it's light-weight, 

durable, appropriate for outside and indoor use, and, to 

an explicit extent, flexible. 

• How to Use Cane piece of furniture and 

Accessories in Your Home Interiors? 

• Cane has recently seen a revitalization in 

terribly fashionable ways that, with designers more and 

more clench handwoven piece of furniture, 

conveyance it back to the thought. it's fascinating to 

notice that wicker techniques originated in Indonesia. 

it absolutely was quickly adopted by Europeans within 

the 1600s, when that it unfold worldwide. whereas it 

had ne'er gone out of fashion, you may notice many 

samples of however this old, dateless trend is being 

reinvented these days. Notice the comeback of cane 

piece of furniture with its classic weave pattern, woven  

chair-backs, dip-dyed finishes and peacock chairs. 

• A tensile, sturdy and versatile material, it's 

ideal for indoor and outside piece of furniture and 

accessories. it's rough-textured, clean, light-weight, 

eco-friendly and provides off an off-the-cuff, vintage 

vibration. It blends well with loads of decorating 

designs together with modern, bohemian, and even 

ethnic Indian. Let’s explore the various ways that 

you'll be able to use hints of cane in piece of furniture 

and accessories in your home interiors. 

• (Note: The words ‘cane’ and ‘rattan’ ar used 

interchangeably as a result of cane comes from the 

outer bark of the rattan plant. ‘Wicker’ is that the term 

used for the weaving methodology.) 
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3.4 TOOLS AND RAW MATERIALS 

 

 

Figure 1:TOOLS AND RAW MATERIALS 

The tools used ar out there within the native 

market. Craftsmen use modern/ 

automated/semi-automatic tools to save lots of 

time and improve productivity. several tools ar 

custom by the artificer to satisfy their demand. 

several tools ar carried from the past and stay 

dateless for generations. The stuff utilized in 

creating the piece of furniture is Rattan and 

cane. These materials ar purchased from 

Chikkamangalore, Belgaum, 

Mahdeshwarabetta, Mandya and Madkeri in 

state. 

The tools wont to build bamboo crafts are:  

• massive Knifes (Machu): it's wont to peel the 

skin of the rattan.  

• metal saw Blade: it's wont to cut the rattan 

stem into items consistent with needed size.  

• Hammer: it's wont to hammer the nails into 

piece of furniture.  

• Nails: it's wont to nail the joints of the piece 

of furniture.  

• Brushes: it's wont to apply varnish or paint 

on the piece of furniture.  

• Varnish: when completion, piece of furniture 

is polished with natural varnish to get shiny 

end.  

• Colors: The finished product ar painted with 

black and brown colors/ paints.  

• Blow Torch: it's used for heating the rattan to 

bend it into needed form.  

• Kalikatte: A wood tool wont to bend the 

rattan stem.  

• Pointed Chisel (Sooji): Its helps in inserting 

the cane strips in slender areas. 

3.5.CREATING METHOD: 

Rattan may be a long stem of bound trailing or 

rise palms. they're rated as minor forest 

product, in spite of the very fact that they're in 

all probability the foremost necessary forest 

product, when timber.  

• They belong in the main to the Palmae 

of the genus Calamus, however a couple of 

alternative connected genera like 

Daenonorops, Ceratolobus, Plectocomia and 

Koerthalsia yield canes of lesser importance.  

• The internodes vary long and 

thickness in several species and even in 

several plants of identical species. The core of 

the stem that ar soft and spongy, ar created of 

coarse fibers.  

• The initiative is skinning the surface 

of the rattan. With the assistance of a pointy 

knife outer skin of the stem and therefore the 

knots ar stark naked and removed. The cane is 

take away desired length.  

• The stem is then heated employing a 

blow torch and bending tool to bend the fabric 

into needed form that has limitation. artificer 

arranges them along to create the fundamental 

frame (structure) of the piece of furniture 

when bending. Base of the piece of furniture is 

made initial by nailing within the needed type.  

• After the components of the piece of 

furniture ar nailed along within the needed 
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manner; the frame is then stuffed by binding 

the cane strips or skinny rattan stems over the 

frames.  

• The nailed joints ar then tightly sure 

by lengths of split cane strips that acts as cowl, 

each to hide the visible nails and to provide 

addi¬tional rigidity. The binding details 

generally have an ornamental quality.  

• Clear varnish, enamel paints ar applied 

over the finished product. typically the natural 

surface of the cane is preserved with none 

surfaces application. Rattan accepts colours 

and it is worked into several designs. 

 
Figure 2:TOOLS AND MAKING PROCESS 

 

• 3.6 PRODUCTS 

 

 
   Figure 3:FURNITURE PRODUCTS WITH RATTAN CANE  

 

The base is formed of rattan and full of cane strips. the 

foremost sold-out furniture’s ar Sofas, little stools, 

Chairs, Tables with or while not glass high, Shelves, 

little aspect tables. several of the properties of rattan 

also are appropriate for handicraft and art items and 

alternative product embrace rattan baskets, plant 

containers, lamp shades, fruit baskets and alternative 

ornamental works. Sections of rattan ar used as rods or 

canes for martial arts and additionally accustomed 

create walking sticks and crooks for high-end 

umbrellas thanks to its sturdiness and resistance to 

breaking. 

4.1Cane on the wall: 

 
  Figure 4:WALL DECORS WITH RATTAN CANE 

The weave, the texture, and the smell, rattan made wall 

accents make a perfect boho chic decor. From wall 

hangings to hand-painted spiral weave bamboo, cane 

plates, cane wall decor is chic and earthy.Boho decor 

is forever incomplete without a kick of cane accents 

and accessories.Handcrafted and dyed to the finesse, 

cane wall hangings look mystical and endearing. 
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4.2The accessory: 

 
                                                            Figure 5:THE ACCESSORYS WITH 
CANE 

 

Easy cane accessories like tiny stools, trays, baskets 

add an ideal retro punch to the decoration.The property 

accents takes the construct of home decoration on to a 

‘being responsible’ level.Crafted to a T, cane created 

accessories square measure a results of art at its best. 

native artisans weave the magic of effervescent 

patterns and kinds.Small piece of furniture accents like 

cane stools, ottomans, pouf sit as good as with major 

sofa.Rattan serving trays, bowls, and baskets create the 

proper work surface accent.The weave takes it all. Be 

it loop, spoke, twinning; cane accent may be a piece of 

art. When hung, they dazzle the walls in craft galore. 

Cane gleam: 

 
  Figure 5:GLEAMS WITH CANE 

 

 

Cane lighting accents illuminate the interior decoration 

in modern gleam. From table lamps to wall sconces, 

cane lights guarantees a flexible bit to the final 

ambiance.Themold, the twist, and also the texture of 

cane lights beam the house interior decoration within 

the most unpretentious approach. A staple in boho 

stylish interior decoration, cane lamps, chandeliers 

infuses barely of art.Cane lamp, pendant lights add a 

up to date bit. Mid-century trendy, Scandinavian vogue 

likes to add this earthy radiance.Cane lights area unit 

super versatile. It plays the role of close and interior 

decoration lightweight practically. The glow is 

incredibly nonmoving  and unpretentious. 

• Coastal theme with the Cane: 

• Cane furnishing accents tops the list when 

adding sand between the toes or sea wind vibe 

indoors. It has an inbuilt relaxing punch.  

 
 Figure 6:COASTAL THEME FURNITURE WITH CANE 

 

 

 

• 4.3.Modern Furniture  

cane furniture was everywhere in the 1960s and ’70s 

and it’s back in full force once again. These natural 

materials add warmth, texture and interest to any 

space, and work with many different decor styles. The 

key to making it look modern lies in what you choose 

to pair it with. The great thing about cane furniture is 

its natural tone goes well with many different colours. 

In this living room setting, a three-seater rattan sofa 
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has been matched with off-white walls and tones of 

peach, lilac, yellow ochre and black. A jute rug 

grounds the space and adds extra texture. As the chair 

and sofa are very square and modern, it is important to 

add some softness to the space. This has been done by 

incorporating curvy elements such as the coffee table, 

urns, vessels and vases. The rattan basket-weave 

pendant light complements the furniture. 

 

 

 
              Figure 7:MODERN THEME FURNITURE WITH CANE 

4.4. Keep it simple 

This elegant black rattan headboard makes an ideal 

focal point for the space. It simply hangs on the wall 

like a picture or mirror, which means you can position 

it high or low, depending on the look you’re after. To 

ensure it gets the attention it deserves, we suggest 

keeping the bedding simple – we teamed ours with 

moss green, white and black. 

 

 
  Figure 8:VINTAGE LOOK FURNITURE WITH CANE 

 

Adding more woven texture, but this time in a 

contrasting colour, the beautiful arched wardrobe is a 

great option for those needing freestanding storage. 

The bedside table has a lovely rattan drawer detail and 

matches the proportions of the headboard and other 

furniture in the room. 

5.MAINTENANCE OF CANE: 

 

• To guarantee your cane lasts for years, don’t 

place piece of furniture in direct daylight because the 

fibres can dry out and fade over time. If exposure to 

daylight is inevitable, flip the piece sporadically 

therefore the sun doesn’t simply have an effect on one 

space. 

• Cleaning is needed, use cleansing agent water 

and a toothbrush, and continually use a towel to dry it 

off. 

• There square measure wille consultants round 

the country United Nations agency can repair or 

replace rattan panels. 

• To spray-paint cane piece of furniture, clean 

the piece totally, then use a paint primer to even out 

bumps and facilitate the basecoat stick.  

• Several lightweight coats of paint can produce 

a fair end. make certain every coat dries before 

applying successive one. 

5.1Furniture 

 

 
Figure 9: FURNITURE AND WALL BASKETS WITH CANE 
 

• A rattan wicker couch set is employed 

in informal spaces sort of a room or AN 

activity area.  

• Elegant, vintage armchairs combine 

rather well with any quite interiors and with 

different natural components. select ones with 

modern, sharp silhouettes, or the curvy 

colonial-era styles. combine them with cane 

ottomans of an equivalent color as footrests. 

• Adorn the wall with a couple of cane 

accessories, together with mirrors. Rattan 

lamps look terribly artsy with the patterns they 

offer on the wall once lit up. 

• Use cane baskets to carry your 

contemporary flowers and greens. you'll be 

able to even droop them on your garden wall 

or exterior door to welcome guests. 

• The undeniable fact that such a big 

amount of designersar exploitation these 

peacock chairs vouches for the actual fact that 

they're back modish, and here to remain. 

vogue your peacock chair with plants, a chest 

of drawers and a floor cover for an enthralling 

nook you’d wish to come back back to. Use a 

plain-woven rattan partition if you would like 

to carve out additional personal house. 

 

 
      Figure 10: CHAIRS WITH CANE 

 

• Use a rattan cabinet to store your further 

cushions and linens. obtain rattan coat hangers. 
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• Cane trunks or chests will double up as 

consoles or as storage for further blankets in your 

bedchamber. 

• Cane headboards provides a classic vintage 

look to the chairs. gather cushions in attention-

grabbing patterns for a super-cosy look. 

• 5.2. feeding house furnishings 

• Go for traditional cane and wood bar stools in 

an internal or outside cocktail space. Get a cane bar 

tramcar which can return terribly handy at parties. 

• Opt for a cupboard or dinner wagon with 

wicker drawers and enticing knobs like these. 

customise it with wine racks, pull out drawers, and 

open shelves. 

• Cane stools will be used as facet tables and as 

convenient seating choices. this is often a decent 

example of space-saving, multi-purpose furnishings. 

Notice that the painted version conjointly makes a cool 

vogue statement. 

 

 
  Figure 11: INTERIOR DECORS WITH CANE 

 

5.3.Kitchen&Bathroom 

Bathrooms is wrapped with cane fixtures for a tropical 

atmosphere that adds lightness and texture to a 

contemporary house.Use cane fruit baskets, and 

storage baskets for dry things within the room. These 

baskets additionally build stylish plant holders and 

organizers for miscellaneous things that square 

measure unremarkably strewn on a console or study 

table. you'll use them for storing magazines, toys and 

different handy things.Stylish cane luggage may also 

be remained the wall to carry decors or plants. 

 

 

   Figure 12: KITCHEN AND BATHROOM WITH CANE 

 

 

5.4.Outdoor Furniture  

• Get stylish outdoor furniture sets made of 

rattan for a chic patio.If you happen to have 

any old cane pieces, update them with new 

upholstery or a coat of paint. The best part of 

the cane is that you can simply work these 

pieces into your existing décor, without them 

being overpowering, and create effortlessly 

chic restaurant interiors. 

 

 
Figure 13: OUTDOOR CANE FURNITURE 

 

6.CONCLUSION 

Cane is flamboyant. As a material, as a texture, It’s 

adaptive and super versatile. It fits into almost every 

design mold.From mid-century modern to the coastal 

interior theme, cane accents never fail to impress.This 

understated material deserves better than that. Cost-

effectiveness and easy maintenance make cane 

furniture an attractive option for home decor. r. 

Finally, in this article, I have learned the usage of cane 

material, the making process, the importance of crafts, 

inheritance, different kinds of arts and crafts involving 

in interiors. 
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